VihurMoto Rahvaliiga overview and technical rules
The goal of the class:
The aim is to create an opportunity for street riders to try out road racing without the need to
focus on modifying their bikes. This class is aimed for the beginners. Rahvaliiga provides riders
with a class to enhance their skills and enjoy a competitive race with other similarly paced riders.

Technical rules
1. General
I.

In VihurMoto Rahvaliiga it is allowed only to use motorcycles which have a
registration plate and have a valid technical inspection.

II.

Riders who have had a racing license or have raced in higher classes are not allowed
to race in this class.

III.

The riders whose lap time on auto24ring, in Pärnu is better than 1.30.00 will be
transfered to C-class.

IV.

The overall standing is separate for 1000cc and 600cc bikes.

V.

VihurMoto helps all riders who have difficulties with transporting a crashed bike.

2. Tires
I.

Only street legal profile tires are allowed.

II.

The use of tire warmers and other tire warming methods are not allowed.

3. The motorcycle
I.

It is allowed only to use motorcycles which have a registration plate and have a valid
technical inspection.

II.

Modifying the motorcycle is not allowed.

III.

The use of racing fairings is not allowed.

IV.

Rear-view mirrors must be removed.

V.

Front and rear lights should be covered with vinyl or tape.

4. Riders gear
I.

A full face closed helmet is mandatory.

II.

Natural or synthetic leather gloves with finger protections.

III.

Protected motorcycle boots with the top part being the same length or longer
than the length of the base.

IV.

A separate back protector (integrated versions are not sufficient enough).

V.

Speciala motorcycle one-piece or two-piece track suit (leather or textile) or textile
two piece set with shoulder, elbow and knee protectors.

VI.

In case of a two piece suit or two piece textile set the zipper between the top on
bottom part must be closed.

